Welcome to V S N’s eArticles Series! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print magazine, and new readers
alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into the techniques that you
came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the article are colored blue (depending on how your
reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to section and art pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (You can click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 print issues
or on the internet. VSN print issues are no longer available. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle were
good as of publication and updated in 2016, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Metal & Faux Metal Techniques
This eArticle has two focuses: Ways to create the look of metal and ways to actually include
metal in our stamp art. Sometimes you want to do this because your project includes an element that is supposed to look like metal and you want to give it that extra punch of realism.
Maybe you’ve stamped a pair of glasses or a metal vase or a chandelier image and you want
to give it a shiny metal look.
Or maybe you are creating a project that you want to look very sleek and “modern”. You
are not looking for soft and fuzzy embellishments and layers; you want smooth lines and
surfaces that shine. Or maybe you want to go a different direction to create an aged or distressed “steampunk” look.
Or you maybe you want to include metal to create textural interest. Sometimes combining
textures on a project can make it all the more interesting and a metal accent can do the trick.
In this article, we’ll start with easy techniques for creating the look of metal using metallic
embossing powders, metallic papers or metallic inks, peel-offs, art foil and metal leaf. Then
we’ll move on to working on metal surfaces like metal sheets, tins and other objects.
Please note that this article includes A LOT of links to websites and blogs around the internet where you can learn more about various aspects of working with metal or faux metal
techniques and get inspiration for your projects. I encourage you to take the time to check
out each of these links because there is some wonderful information found there. (Links are
accurate as of this article’s posting date. Please note that internet sites can change or disappear without notice.)
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Embossing Powder
Embossing powder is a stamper’s first friend; this is the technique that lured so
many of us into stamping in the first place. It is also a great way to add a metallic touch. You can use it to add shine to a tiny detail, make a stamped image look
metallic, or create the look of dry embossed metal over a wider area.

The simplest way to use embossing powder is to stamp an image using pigment
ink or clear embossing ink, cover the ink with metallic embossing powder, tap the
excess off (funnel it back into the embossing container) and then heat it with a
heat tool until the powder melts into raised shiny lines and surfaces.
If you instead just want to add a tiny metallic detail to another image, use an embossing pen, or a toothpick and some embossing ink, to add the dots or lines you need to
your piece and then emboss them as you would otherwise do a stamped image. (Here
I used a Distress ink marker which stays wet enough to emboss if you do it right away.)
(Axe Man: Bartholomew’s Ink, Glasses: JudiKins)
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Alternatively, you can apply pigment ink or clear embossing ink “directto-paper” to coat a piece of cardstock, sprinkle embossing powder over
the surface and heat to create a wider surface area of metallic shine.
If you want to impress a stamp into the embossed area, ink the stamp
with clear embossing ink first and set it aside nearby.
Apply a few layers of embossing to build up the thickness. Melt each
layer of powder, then apply more ink and powder, repeating until you
have the thickness you want. Here I used a combination of thicker powders in several layers (Opals Fools Gold & UTEE Bronze.)
Press the inked stamp into the still-warm embossed surface to create the
look of embossed metal.
(Border: DOTS)

Learn More: For more on heat embossing, see VSN’s “Heat Embossing”

Stamping Basics mini eArticle or the Aug ‘06 VSN “Embossing Powder Fun”
focus article.) For more on direct-to-paper, see VSN’s “Direct-To-Paper”
Stamping Basics mini eArticle.

Next: Stamp art using metallic embossing powder and a Sponsor page.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp Zia, Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock (white, purple designer paper, lavender), Inks
(watermark), Embossing powders (silver, purple), Double border punch, Markers, Pop Dots.

“Stamp large image into watermark inkpad; set aside.
For faux métal, cut piece of white cardstock larger than
image. Cover whole piece with watermark pad. Add silver embossing powder, tap off excess and heat. Repeat
this step four times.”
“Repeat one more time and while embossing powder is
still hot, press stamp into it. Use a fair amount of pressure. Remove stamp and cut out.”
“Heat emboss smaller image and sentiment on white
cardstock with purple embossing powder; trim both.
Color image with markers. Mount both to designer
paper, then white.”
“Cut 6” x 5 1/4” card from designer paper. Mount lavender cardstock on top. Punch strip of designer paper and
attach to card. Attach smaller image and sentiment to
card and attach faux metal image with pop dots.”
Finished Size: 6” x 5 1/4”.

Go to Contents

Metallic Papers
You can go even simpler by using metallic
papers. It might be simply silver, gold, copper or
bronze colored cardstock or you might use shiny
mirror cardstock or stationery weight specialty
metallic papers.
Use it as a shiny layer or dry emboss cardstock
using a stylus and a stencil or using an embossing folder in a die-cut machine to create the look
of dry embossed metal.

Tip: If your metal colored cardstock is not shiny
enough for the look you want, try heat embossing the surface using clear embossing ink and
powder. Or coat with a clear drying dimensional
glue like Diamond Glaze or Glossy Accents.
Learn More: For more on dry embossing cardstock
see Feb ‘01 or Oct ‘95 VSNs.

Next: Stamp art using metallic cardstock.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock
(lavender, purple, cream, silver and gold metallic),
Inks (watermark), Embossing powder (purple),
Nested butterfly dies, Embossing folders (2 or 3),
Die-cut machine, Border punch, Leafy die, Beads.

“Cut 6 3/4” x 5 1/4” card from lavender cardstock.
Mount slightly smaller piece of purple on top.
Punch border on one side of a strip of cream cardstock and attach to card. Cut leafy die-cut from
purple cardstock and attach on top.”
“Stamp sentiment on lavender cardstock with
watermark pad and heat emboss with purple
embossing powder. Mount to cream cardstock
and attach to card.”
“Cut butterfly die cuts from silver and gold paper
and run through die-cut machine in embossing
folders. Nest butterflies and attach bead in center.
Adhere to card. Attach additional beads to front
of card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4” x 5 1/4”.
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Bethany Davenport’s Art
“This card was done by my 5 year old daughter, Bethany.
We go to Build N Grow classes at Lowes where kids can put
together wooden kits given to them by the store. After they
complete their project, they earn a badge to sew on their
apron. Mr. Mike is a wonderful man who runs this program
at the Lowes we visit. He had given her a second kit a few
weeks back because she really wanted to make another.
She used her polite words and manners and he gave her a
second kit. So she wanted to make him a special card.”
“Bethany knew she wanted something to do with tools,
so I pulled out everything I thought would work, and with
minimal assisting she made this card! After I showed her
how to use the embossing folder and machine, she created
the background papers. She stamped all of the images and
colored them, I cut out the stamped tool images (that’s
all I actually did), she adhered them to the card where she
wanted. She wrote him a sweet note inside. When she gave
this to him last weekend, he actually got watery eyes and
cried. He was so touched. I thought if you liked enough for
publishing it, it would be my daughter’s very first card to
print. She’s been ‘stamping’ since she was almost 3 years
old. She’s getting better and better each time.”
Supplies: Stamps (The Angel Co.), Cardstock (silver, tan,
white, black), Cuttlebug & Embossing Folder, Colored pencils, Scissors, Red-liner tape, Ink (black), Crystal Lacquer.

“Using the Diamond Plate Embossing Folder, run a piece of silver cardstock
through embossing machine. Layer onto dark tan folded card. Stamp
images on white cardstock and color using Prismacolor pencils. Carefully
cut out images and adhere to card front using Red Line tape. The level was
adhered using pop dots so it’s 3D. Stamp saying using black ink onto white
cardstock. Layer onto black cardstock and adhere to card front. As a nice
touch to the level, put a small amount of Crystal Lacquer to each of the
four level lines to make it look like glass.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
Go to Contents

Shimmer Sheetz
Shimmer Sheetz are Mylar and not metal, but they come in
gold, silver, bronze, green metallic and red metallic colors as
well as iridescent colors. Shimmer Sheetz can be embossed
using an embossing folder in a die-cut machine or molded by
heating and pressing a stamp into the warm Mylar. Cut, punch
or die-cut them to create metallic card layers or shapes.
Try dry embossing a piece of metallic Shimmer Sheetz using a
background embossing folder in a die-cut machine so that you
have a raised over-all pattern. Leave it as-is or use a StazOn inkpad to pat ink directly onto the raised areas. This creates added
contrast so the raised areas really pop.
Alcohol ink will mar the surface color of the iridescent versions of Shimmer Sheetz, but you can use them on one side
of metallic Shimmer Sheetz. (It will mar one side, but not the
other, so test metallic Shimmer Sheetz before using to make
sure you are working on the side that will work with the inks.)

Tip: Stacey of Scrapbooking Made Simple points out that
Ranger’s Alcohol Ink Blending Solution will remove the surface
color from one side of metallic Shimmer Sheetz which can be
an interesting way to alter the color in spots.
(Star Frame Punch - Marvy Uchida, Swirl Heart - Life of the Party)
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Learn More: Stacey of Scrapbooking Made Simple

has an especially well done YouTube video showing how to emboss Shimmer Sheetz in a Big
Shot die-cut machine as well as use StazOn inks
and Copic alcohol ink markers on it. She also
shows how to punch them with corner or border
punches or die-cut them using steel-rule type
dies (rather than wafer-type dies which don’t
always cut through the Mylar as well.) This video
is full of tips and is worth the watch!

Learn More: See Jan ‘03 VSN Shimmer Sheetz

Embellishments project, Jan ‘02 VSN Shimmer
Sheetz Cards & Mini Box project, Dec ‘01 VSN
Shimmer Sheetz Card Focus article and Sept ‘01
VSN Shimmer Sheetz article including sample of
Shimmer Sheetz.

Next: Stamp art using Shimmer Sheetz.
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Sandra Barnes’ Art
Supplies: Stamp (Thank You - Stampendous), Ink
(StazOn black, Versamark Watermark), Cardstock
(pink, black), Shimmer Sheetz, Cuttlebug & Cuttlebug
embossing folder, Embossing powder (Stampendous:
Marcasite), Glue.
Editor’s Note: Sandra used an iridescent variety of
Shimmer Sheetz and it still creates a metallic look
when used in this way!

“Run Shimmer Sheetz through Cuttlebug in embossing folder. Brush StazOn ink over raised area. Stamp
‘thank you’ onto pink cardstock, emboss and glue to
black cardstock. Layer onto Shimmer Sheetz. Glue
Shimmer Sheetz to black card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Metallic Paints & Inks
Don’t have metallic paper or Shimmer Sheetz in your stash? How about paints
with a metallic look? By spraying or brushing them on cardstock or a papiermâché box, book cover or other project, you get the look of metal without the
weight. And inks or paints have the flexibility to cover curved or textured surfaces in a way that a flat sheet of metal can’t accomplish.
You could spray paint your project using metallic spray paint (look for waterbased “low-odor” varieties instead of the smellier solvent-based paints). Or use
a metallic acrylic brush-on paint; your local art supply store or craft store is
bound to have a variety of paints with a metallic look. Or use metallic inks.
Read labels to make sure the paints you are using will work on your surface;
most craft paints can be used on cardstock. Don’t ignore the paints in the fabric painting area of the craft store; often they can be used on cardstock as well.
If you are using a craft metallic brush-on paint on an absorbent surface like
a papier-mâché box, it is usually a good idea to first prep the box with a coat
of acrylic gesso (found in the artist paint area of your local craft store.) Just
as when you prime your walls before applying the main paint, priming with
gesso gives your surface a foundation that will take the paint better, resulting
in stronger, truer color. Allow the gesso to dry and then brush on your metallic
paint, following the directions on the paint jar.
When you first try a new paint, experiment with it before using it on your
project to get a feel for how it works. You will often find that paint needs to
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be shaken or stirred before use. Check the label to see if it needs to be
used with good ventilation or in an area with a particular temperature
range (often true of spray paints.)

Tip: Pour a little paint from a jar or tube onto a craft sheet, palette or
craft cup and then put the lid back on the jar or tube and set it aside.
This makes it less likely that paint in the jar will get contaminated with
other colors or stray craft bits and makes it slower to dry out as well.
Experiment with your paint to see if a bristle brush, a foam brush or
a rubber brayer gives you the desired surface texture. (Wash acrylic
paints off brushes and tools immediately; don’t let the paint dry on the
tools or you won’t be able to get it off.)
Some paints may tend to cause cardstock to curl, either because they
have more weight or body than the cardstock can handle or because
they are very wet. You may find that you either need to thin the paint
with water (if appropriate for that paint) or dry-brush it on lightly. Or
you could instead use additional cardstock layers to give the surface
enough weight to handle the paint’s weight. Or use heavier cardstock
or even watercolor paper.
Alternatively, before painting, cut the cardstock a bit larger than your
finished piece. Block it by tacking it down to a hard surface like a board
so it won’t curl under the paint and will dry flat. Once dry, un-tack and
trim it to size.
Page 16
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Metallic Paint Pens
Don’t need that much faux metal? If all you need is a small area of
color, look for metallic paint pens like Krylon’s Leafing Pens. Marvy
Uchida also sells several paint markers in metallic colors including
Calligraphy paint markers, DecoColor markers and Marvy Metallics.
Other marker manufacturers also sell similar products.
Paint markers typically need to be shaken well before and sometimes during use. Often you need to prime them by pressing the nib
onto scrap paper a few times to get the paint flowing. Make sure you
are working on a clean surface to get the best application of paint.

Tip: Metallic markers are often used for drawing borders around card
layers. The trick to getting an even line is to hold the card in one
hand and hold the marker nib perpendicularly against the cardstock
edge. Run it up and down the edge. It tends to catch the nib in one
spot, giving you an even border. (Laying the paper flat on the table
and trying to draw along the edge that way is more challenging.)
Learn More: VSN has included Krylon Leafing pen tips many times over
the years. Search for the word “Krylon” on the Issue_Index page to
find tips in VSN issues. You will find tips for Marvy Metallics in the
Nov ‘98 and Dec ‘98 VSNs.

Next: Stamp art using metallic paint and a Sponsor page.
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Barbara Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Rabbit - drawing by Barbara
made into a stamp at imaginestamps.com,
Text - Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock (light grey,
black), Inks (black), Metallic rub-ons, Markers,
Embossing folder, Die-cut machine, Metallic
silver acrylic paint, Ribbon, Adhesive.

“Paint a 5 1/2” x 4 1/4” piece of grey cardstock with
silver paint; let dry. Run through embossing
folder. Highlight with metallic rub-ons.”
“Stamp image on grey cardstock with black ink.
Color with markers, mount to black, then grey
cardstock Stamp sentiment on grey cardstock
with black ink, trim, and mount to black and
grey cardstock.”
“Run a strip of black cardstock through embossing folder, and mount to faux metal piece. Run
ribbon around one side and attach bow. Mount
to black and then to card cut from grey cardstock. Mount image and sentiment.”
Finished Size: 6” x 4 3/4”.

Go to Contents

Sandra Barnes’ Art
Supplies: Stamps (Solidago Sprig - Rubber Stampede),
Metallic watercolor paint (USArtQuest), Marvy markers
(blue, Salvia Blue, Olive Green), Cardstock (white), PeelOff Stickers (Silver Vase: Elizabeth Craft Designs, Silver
Chain: Magenta), Watercolor brush, Water, Glue.

“Stick silver vase peel-off onto white cardstock scrap.
Paint in with metallic watercolors. Cut out vase. Trace
onto white cardstock so as to indicate area for flower
stems to be hidden.”
“Ink flower sprig stamp with the two blue and green
markers and stamp on card so they appear to be in
vase. Glue vase into place. Edge card with silver chain
peel-off stickers.”
Finished Size: 7 1/2” x 5 1/2”.

Go to Contents

Metallic Foil & Leaf
Yet another way to add the look of metal to a project is to use thin metallic foil sheets
or thin metal leaf (either as leaf sheets or flakes.) (Note: By “foil” I’m talking about metal
on a plastic film rather than aluminum foil.) You can use these products to cover a
background area, highlight a particular spot, or cover all the lines on a stamped image.
Metal leaf is attached to the surface of your project with adhesive while foil is either
attached with adhesive or heat, depending on the type of foil.
With so many ways to do this and so many tricks to doing it correctly, this is a topic too
large to cover fully in this article (and since it was covered in-depth in the Dec ‘06 VSN
“Metal Leaf & Foil” focus article, I really don’t need to either!) So I will instead share three
very easy ways to use it to create quick foiled or leafed borders or elements.

You can create quick foiled images using ClearSnap’s Design Adhesives and Designer Foil. Here I applied an image
from the “Branches & Blooms” Design Adhesives pack onto black paper, burnishing it down with a spoon. Peeling up
the protective cover sheet leaves the shaped adhesive behind. Lay foil over the sticky image, rubbing it to get good
adhesion. Then peel off the foil sheet to reveal the foiled image. It’s that simple!
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Or Let’s say what you would like is a simple foiled
border of straight lines. Lay double-faced tape
down on your card to create border lines. Peel
off the top protective layer from the tape, exposing the adhesive and then lay foil or leaf over the
adhesive. If you are using leaf flakes, you will need
to use a soft brush to gently remove any excess
flakes (saving them for future use.) Use a soft
brush to lightly burnish the foil or leaf down onto
the adhesive.
Or create a more free-form border using hot glue.
Apply lines of hot glue (any color) to create a
border on your project. Pause to let the glue get
a little tacky but don’t let it cool. Apply the foil or
leaf over the hot glue. Burnish to make sure you
have good adhesion, taking care not to get your
fingers into hot glue. If you are using leaf, brush
away any excess (saving them for future use.)

Learn More: See the Dec ‘06 VSN focus article on

“Metal Leaf & Foil” and the Dec ‘08 Product Picks
article on Clearsnap’s Design Adhesives.

Next: Stamp art using metal leaf and foil.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Cardstock (gold, sprayed for last
month’s Re-inker Techniques eArticle), Paper
(black), Double-faced tape (Wonder Tape),
Design Adhesives (Clearsnap: Branches &
Blooms), Design Foil (Clearsnap: blue), Metal
Leaf flakes, Xyron adhesive/machine.

“This is a sample card. The sprayed background paper was created during last
month’s Re-inker Techniques eArticle. The
leafed border line was created as shown
on the previous page and the blue foiled
branches and blooms were created as
shown on the page before that. The card
was layered using Xyron adhesive.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 3 5/8”.
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Metallic Peel-Off Stickers & Paper Charms
Want a really quick and oh so easy way to add a metallic look to a card?
Use metallic peel-off stickers. These dimensional stickers typically come
in outline designs but can be more solid looking as well. Peel-off stickers are made of vinyl but gold, silver and copper varieties often look like
embossed metal designs.

Tip: Don’t like the color of your metallic stickers? Use alcohol ink to
change it! Pat ink onto the stickers while they are still on the sticker backing sheet using bottled alcohol inks and a blending tool or alcohol ink
markers. Play around with ink colors to create interesting blends of colors
that vary over the surface of the peel-off.
You might think that all you need to do to use a sticker is to peel on off
its backing and plop it on your project, but these detailed stickers often
have fine lines that can make them a little awkward to use. You want to
try and avoid touching the sticky back side with your fingers as much as
possible, you want to place the stickers where you want them without
distortion and you want to remove the excess sticker waste with the least
trouble possible. There are some tricks to make all this easy.

Learn More: Peel-offs are one of Pop-Ups Etc’s specialties and Jerry has
been demoing there use for years now. They offer a series of Sticker
Basics videos on their website (and YouTube) that are worth a peek.
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One of Jerry’s video tricks that I particularly like is to help
position a larger unwieldy peel-off sticker on a card. I’m showing this using a gold paper charm (Amy’s Magic) applied with
adhesive rather than a peel-off, but the technique is the same.
Place a scrap piece of cardstock the same size as your card or
card layer on your work surface. Lay the sticker sticky-sideup on that scrap paper, using the tip of a sharp craft knife to
nudge it into place.
Lay your card or card layer face-down onto the sticker, lining
up the edges of the card/layer with the scrap paper.
Now your sticker is perfectly placed. It’s one of those, “why
didn’t I think of that?” tricks. Definitely take a look at Pop-Ups
Etc’s videos if you use peel-offs.

Next: Stamp art using metallic stickers and a Sponsor page.
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Joan Petty’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Text - Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle), Silver
medallion, Corner stickers (Do Crafts UK), Cardstock
(purple, metallic silver), Decorative pre-printed paper.
StazOn inkpad (black), Permapaque Marker (black), 5
pre-printed cut out digital roses (Stamp Craft), Fine scissors, Small pop dots.

“Edge all four sides of both the main purple card and
the decorative pink matting paper with a black marker.
Layer decorative paper onto the main purple card.”
“Peel off the silver medallions and stick all five individual pieces onto the metallic silver card. Cut around
all medallions very carefully. Stick the largest medallion
directly onto the middle of the pink decorative paper.
Then add each smaller medallions, graduating down in
size by adhering with small pop dots.”
“Stamp words in black on cream cardstock. Cut out and
edge with a black marker before gluing under the main
medallion. Place a silver corner sticker in all four corners
of the card, before adding a rose on each, and a rose in
the center of the medallion.”
Finished Size: 6” x 6”.
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Linda Adams’ Art
Supplies: Stamps (“It’s a Dog’s Life” text - Paula Best, Inside dog - Beeswax), Paper (K & Co. “Happy Trails”), Paper for word stamp (DCWV “The
colorful Life Stack”), Faux metal key, lock, heat stickers (Sticko: EK Success), Inside border punch (Martha Stewart), Limerick inside: Written by
me and printed on the cardstock using my computer.

“I found Paula Best’s amazing stamp on eBay just when my friends rescued and adopted a puppy named Horton. I wrote the limerick for the
inside of the card in my head on the
way home from work one day, and I
put them together in this card.”
“The words on the front are
stamped and embossed with detail
black embossing powder. I used
a black marker to create a border
around the words. All the rest of
the decorations on the front of
the card are stickers. Lately, I have
been using the same cardstock or
paper on the inside of my cards
that I did on the outside. I printed
my limerick for the inside on the
‘Happy Trails’ cardstock, trimmed
it to fit, and punched the border.”
Finished Size: 7” x 5”.
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Metal Surfaces
If you want to work on metal surfaces, there are lots of possibilities. Keep in
mind that the techniques you can use with a particular piece of metal may vary
by the size of the piece, whether it is thin or thick, flexible or rigid and how it
will ultimately be handled and used. For example, you might be able to dry
emboss a thin flexible piece of art metal or metal tape, but you probably won’t
be able to dry emboss a thick rigid metal embellishment or a metal box.
Possibilities Include:
• Aluminum Foil
• Metal Tape (HVAC or Craft Tapes: Ranger, USArtQuest)
• Purchased metal card embellishments
• Found Objects (keys, watch parts, coins)
• Wire, Jewelry Findings & Metal Brads
• Metal Art Sheets
• Soda or Beer Can Metal
• Metal Roof Flashing (non-galvanized)
• Metal Tins (Craft store tins or product tins)
• Larger Metal Pieces (Metal tables, File cabinets, waste baskets, frames, tools, etc)
Your project may require one or more steps including: prepping the metal,
cutting the metal, applying paint or ink, stamping, dry embossing techniques,
sanding or distressing, sealing paint or ink and attaching it to something else.
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Prepping Metal
If you are working with art metal sheets, aluminum foil or metal tape taken
directly from the package, you usually won’t have to do a lot in the way of
prepping the surface. Found metal cut from soda cans, bottle caps, pieces of
roof flashing, metal craft pieces or anything that has had a lot of handling may
need a more thorough cleaning.
Regardless of the source, it is important that the metal is clean and grease free.
(Even oil from your hands can interfere with ink or paint adhesion as can dirt or
stray bits of embossing powder, etc.)
• Wipe with isopropyl alcohol, rinse well and then dry it.
• Jess Italia Lincoln at Vintaj uses Ranger Blending Solution to clean Vintaj metal
blanks before stamping.
• I’ve also seen recommendations for cleaning metal with a 50-50 mixture of warm
water and vinegar.
• Make sure to dry the metal well to avoid promoting rust.
If you intend to stamp and/or paint found objects like keys, watch parts, coins,
candy tins or larger previously painted metal items like metal furniture, wash
them well using dish soap and water to remove dirt and oils; dry thoroughly.
Use a wire brush to remove any loose rust pieces; use sandpaper, if needed,
to remove additional rust as well as to give the item some tooth if you plan to
paint it. Wipe any remaining bits away with a tack cloth.
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Remove any labels and any left-over label stickiness. (Products like
Goo-Gone or vegetable oil can be helpful in removing label stickiness.
Just be sure to rinse it off when finished.) Some product print ink, like
barcodes and freshness dates on tins, can be removed with nail polish
remover. Alternatively, sand with a very fine sandpaper.
For found metal projects that you plan to paint, you may need to
prime the metal. While you can use metal paints directly on bare
metal, primer gives the piece added durability. This is particularly
important if you project is something that will be getting a lot of use
like metal filing cabinets, a metal trash can or metal furniture.
Pick primer designed to work on metal (found where spray paints are
sold.) There are indoor and outdoor metal primers; use the appropriate type for your project. If you are working on a sanded but still
rusted metal surface, look for primer designed for this special surface. Follow the directions on the primer can. Typically you will use
two light coats of primer. Be sure to allow it to dry completely before
painting; plan for drying overnight.

Learn More: “Go Make Something” has a May 2005 article on prepping

tins that covers prepping them with metal primer, or using oven
cleaner or a propane torch to completely remove the original paint.
Both of these last two methods can create fumes and/or involve flame
and so should be done outside and with care; I have not personally
tried either but the directions seem easy enough.
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Learn More: Your-Decorative-Painting-Resource.com has some good
info on cleaning and prepping found metal items.
Tip: When using product tins like Altoid candy tins or tea tins, you
are faced with what to do about the product’s original paint. If you
don’t want to go to the trouble of removing the original product
paint on a tin, you can sometimes instead cover it up by layering
a metal or faux metal panel on the top and/or sides of the tin. You
can do this with art metal sheets or with metal foil tape. This can
be a good way to handle tins with curved or embossed lids. You
can use this approach for covering empty tin soup cans or even
non-metal items like papier-mâché boxes.
Learn More: A Craftstylish August 2008 post by Diane Gilleland

shows a clever way to cover an Altoid tin with layers of metal tape
burnished down with a plastic spoon. (Using plastic keeps the
metal finish from being marred the way it might be with a metal
spoon.) She then tapes patterned paper over the lid and uses a
pencil to trace the pattern lines, dry embossing the pattern into
the soft metal tape beneath. You can go over the embossing
again with a stylus after removing the pattern to refine the design.
Then color with alcohol ink markers. This is a very cool, yet easy
approach to this project. Be sure to check it out!

Next: Stamp art using metal embellishments or found metal and
a Sponsor page.
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Cindy Connell’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (House Mouse), CuttleBug & embossing folder, Dye inks (red, green), Colored pencils
(Prismacolor), Metal Holly Square (Magenta), Red Washi
Tape (We Are Memory Makers), Patterned papers
(green), Cardstock (red, white, cream), Gamsol mineral
spirits, Fabric holly, Brads (red).

“Emboss two different green patterned papers using
embossing folder in die-cut machine. Rub green ink one
sheet of paper and red ink over other sheet of paper
to show up the embossed design. Trim red embossed
image to 3/4 “ of the frame, then adhere to the green
embossed image, matching the pattern. Cut out the
center window in the embossed papers.”
“Stamp image onto white paper and color with art
pencils. Use Gamasol to blend the pencil marks. Center
image behind the frame and adhere. Layer onto a red
piece of paper. Add holly and red brads as berries. Add
strip of washi tape. Add metal holly square. Adhere to “
cream card front.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 4 1/2”.
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Elinor Stecker-Orel’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Crackle - JudiKins, Flower - Stampin’
Up), Cardstock (white), Permanent ink (Memories: black),
Dye ink (silver, red), Water-soluble colored pencils (Mondeluz), WaterBrush, Circle punch (McGill: 1”), Bottle cap,
Diamond Glaze (JudiKins), Adhesive-backed ribbon
(Martha Stewart), Double-sided foam tape (3M).

“Stamp flower on white cardstock scrap in permanent
black ink. Color flower with water-soluble colored pencils and paint with a waterbrush. When dry, punch it out
with a 1” circle punch. Flatten a bottle cap and glue the
flower circle to the inside of the cap with a drop of Diamond Glaze.”
“Stamp background on white cardstock with crackle
stamp in silver and red inks. Adhere a strip of adhesivebacked ribbon to card. Adhere bottle cap to ribbon with
a piece of double-sided foam tape.”
Finished Size: 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” ATC.
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Cutting Metal
Aluminum foil, metal tape, soda cans, or thin sheets of art metal can
be cut using sturdy craft scissors, a sharp craft knife, many paper trimmers or many die-cut machines. (Check your particular cutting tool
or machine’s directions to see what weight it can cut and/or emboss.)
Heavier weights of metal may need special metal cutting tools (tin
snips or a jewelry’s saw for example.)
You may be able to punch small holes in thinner sheets of metal with
some art punches or tools like the Cropadile. (Check your tool’s directions to see how heavy a weight it will punch.) Vintaj Natural Brass
sells tools to cut or make holes in their metals. Thicker metals may need
heavy-duty drills or tools.

Caution: Metal can be very sharp on the edges so be very careful when
cutting it. You may want to wear leather work gloves when cutting it.
You can use a sanding block to smooth project edges.
Tip: Art metal thickness is typically labeled with its “gauge”. The higher
the gauge, the thinner the sheet. Look for a gauge around 36 to 42 for
metal tooling and dry embossing purposes. (It might say for example,
“40g” on the package.) If your metal sheets are labeled in mil rather
than gauge, look for about 5mil for metal tooling or dry embossing purposes. (Note: The higher the mil, the thicker the sheet.) Some
packaging may not specify either, instead just identifying it as art
embossing metal.
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Learn More: Basic Copper has a “Thickness Guide” page with a series of quick
videos that show you the thicknesses of the various copper sheets that
they sell, how pliable each is and how to cut them. If you are unsure about
the weight you need, this is a good resource. You should also take a look
at Mixed Media Artist Belinda Spiwak’s article on “Working With Copper
Sheets in Arts & Crafts” on the same site. She explains copper weights and
thickness and shows examples of art created using different types.
If you plan to dry emboss very thin metal like metal tape or aluminum foil,
you will need to either build up two or three layers or layer it onto cardstock. This gives you the thickness you need to emboss.

Learn More: PaperArtsy has a very cool video on YouTube where Leandra die-

cuts metal with the Big-Shot machine and also uses the machine to flatten
die-cut metal to make it easier to then stamp. She shows using Ten Seconds
Studio tools to add detail to die-cut stamped metal shapes and how to roll,
shape and glue layers of metal die-cut flower shapes to create a die-cut
dimensional “grunge flower rose”.

Next: Stamp art using cut metal.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Decorative punch (Paper Source), Cardstock
(burgundy, black), Sprayed cardstock (created for last
month’s Re-Inker Techniques article), Art Metal (Amaco),
Vintaj Patinas (Agate, Cinnabar, Ochre), Vintaj Glaze,
Krylon Leafing Pen (Bronze), Paper Trimmer, Scratch Art
distressing tool, Double-faced tape, Xryon machine.

“This is more a sample card than a greeting card. The
gold sprayed paper was left over from last month’s ‘Reinker Techniques’ eArticle. The black layer was edged
with a bronze Krylon Leafing Pen (shown previously in
this eArticle.)”
“The Leaves were punched from copper art foil. The
top leaf is painted with a mix of Vintaj Patina ink and
Vintaj Glaze (shown later in this eArticle). The middle
leaf was distressed with a Scratch Art distressing tool
(also shown later in this eArticle). The bottom leaf was
painted with Vintaj Patinas. The copper swirl was a
sliver left over when trimming a piece of the same copper art metal.”
“All metal pieces were attached with pieces of doublefaced tape. The remaining layers were attached with
Xyron adhesive.”
Finished Size: 5 3/4” x 3 3/4”.
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Lois Romeo’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Manor of the Knowing collage - Ornamentum, King Chess Piece - Stampers Anonymous),
‘Once Upon a Time’ Scrapbook paper stack (DCWN: 8”
x 8” ), Blank Board Book (8” x 8” Ready-To-Go), Metallic rub-on’s (blue, Cameo pink), Aluminum sheet (.020
grade 5052), Tim Holtz Vagabond die-cut machine, Fleur
De Lis embossing folder (Cuttlebug), ‘Upon a Time’
Alterations Alphabet (Tim Holtz), Various ephemera,
Swarovski crystals, miscellaneous “gem” stones, Martha
Stewart mini pearls.

“This year I became interested in blank board books. I
do them just for my own pleasure and enjoyment. They
are such good stress relievers. I use ephemera, stamping and all kinds of embellishments and lots of times
tear them apart later on to reuse the materials in something else.”
“The piece is done on an 8” x 8” scrapbook paper stack
and an 8” x 8” square blank board book. I rubbed on
blue and pink metallic rub-ons and buffed to give the
aluminum a slight tint and touch of color. The metal is
a .020 grade 5052 Aluminum sheet that I ran through
my Vagabond die-cut machine using a Fleur De Lis
embossing folder and trimmed. The lettering was diecut with my Vagabond.”
Finished Size: 8” x 8”.
Go to Contents

Inking or Painting Metal
If your goal is simply to paint metal, you can go several ways.
For larger pieces like filing cabinets or metal furniture, it probably would make the most sense to spray paint it (after priming
it) with light coats of spray paint designed for use on metal.
You could then follow up by stamping on the finished piece.
For smaller pieces, one way is to use acrylic paints, like those
you find at art supply or craft stores. Here I’m using an Adirondack Acrylic Paint Dabber to paint a tin I had previously
primed with gesso paint. I watered down the paint to create
the mottled look on the bottom of this tin.

Acrylic paints on metal can be sealed
with Ranger’s Vintaj Glaze or with a
spray art sealer. (Read product labels
to make sure your sealer of choice
works with all the art supplies and
mediums you have used in your particular project.)
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Another option might be to apply StazOn (a solvent-based stamping ink) to metal by patting an inkpad onto the surface or by using a
StazOn re-inker to squeeze a little ink onto the metal surface and then
use a foam sponge to pat/spread the ink over the surface.
If you want to color small areas, use a small tip applicator like Imagine
Craft’s Fantastix. StazOn inks on metal can be sealed with a thin layer of
GlazOn or sealing with a fixative spray (test first.)
Metals can also be painted with alcohol inks. Apply bottled alcohol ink
to a blending tool and pat the alcohol ink onto metal just as you would
on glossy cardstock. Or you might use alcohol ink markers like Copics
or Sharpie Markers to write, draw or color on metal. Alcohol ink can
rub off of metal if it gets heavy handling. It can be sealed with a waterbased waterproof sealer; do not use a solvent-based sealer. Ranger
suggests, “Mod Podge or any other brush-on sealer from the craft store.”

Learn More: In a August 2010 post on her blog, Tammy Tutterow shared a

technique for an “Alcohol Ink Rub-On Resist”. Basically you apply alcohol
inks to a piece of metal and then apply a rub-on on top. She then uses
a fine tipped paintbrush and Ranger’s Blending Solution to remove the
alcohol ink inside the lines of the rub-on. You can then optionally go
back and re-paint the areas where you removed the original alcohol
ink with alcohol ink appropriate for the image area. It is very impressive looking but not hard to do.
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Learn More: In an October 2010 post on her blog, Tammy Tutterow shares an

“Alcohol Ink Crackled Metal Pendants” photo tutorial. She embossed metal
sheeting in a die-cut machine, then applied alcohol inks to the whole piece
and Ranger Jet Black Archival ink to the raised surfaces, applied a coat of Ranger’s Glossy Accents to give it some tooth and once dry applied Rock Candy
Distress Crackle Paint over the whole thing. It’s a cool effect so do check it out.
(Under the post are follow-up posts including doing it with foil tape.)
A new possibility for metal is Ranger’s new Vintaj Patinas and Glaze, created for
Vintaj Natural Brass Company. This ink is opaque and permanent on metal. It
is offered in fifteen colors, with four metallic colors being added later this summer. It dries fast, so work with small amounts at a time.
Vintaj Glaze is a clear metal sealer that is permanent when dry. It can also be
mixed with Vintaj Patinas “to create glaze-like effects over paints and dye & pigment inks. [It is] not for use with Alcohol Inks.” The Vintaj Patina inks don’t need
to be sealed, but if you have areas of exposed, unpainted metal, (maybe the
raised areas of a dry embossed pattern where you sanded away the paint), the
Glaze can be used as sealer to so the metal doesn’t darken over time.
You can also combine mediums. For example, Vintaj sells dark colored brass
pieces. In demos on their site, they pat on light colored Ranger Acrylic Paint
Dabbers to create a light colored base and then apply alcohol inks over it. This
approach lets you better see the translucent alcohol inks.

Learn More: Jess from Vintaj has a YouTube video as one on Ranger’s Vintaj video
page showing how Vintaj Patinas and Glaze can be used.
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Tip: When using a heat tool to speed paint drying time, keep the
heat tool moving and do not let the tool get too close to the
project to avoid bubbling the paint; aim for about 6” away from
your project. The metal can get very hot so use caution.
Learn More: In an April 2010 post on her Techniques Zone blog,

Trish Bee suggests mixing two drops of regular dye ink to a drop
of Ranger’s Glossy Accents. She then uses it to paint on metal
tape. If you apply this more thickly, you get a raised effect. Diamond Glaze or other similar dimensional adhesives should also
work for this.

Tip: Manufacturer websites often have additional information
about using their products beyond what you might find on the
product can (or at least in larger, more readable text!)
Note: Artists who do metal stamping (using a stamp made of

metal with a hammer to impress small letters or designs into a
metal surface) sometimes use chemicals like Silver Black or Liver
of Sulphur to color metal. You need to work carefully with these
chemicals; this is outside the scope of this article.

Next: Stamp art created by inking or painting metal.
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Ce Strike’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (butterfly - Ducks In a Row), Art
metal (Ten Seconds Studio: Dijon), Ink, Foam &
acrylic mats, Stylus, Felt applicator, Adirondack
Alcohol inks (Ranger: Caramel, Ginger, Terra
Cotta, Butterscotch), Nail Sanding Block, Distressed corrugated paper, Rain Dots (Cloud 9
Designs), Adhesive.

“Stamp butterfly on the back of Dijon colored
art metal. Place metal on a foam mat and trace
image with a stylus. Turn over onto an acrylic
plate. Trace around image.”
“Layer on Adirondack alcohol inks using a felt
applicator. Sand raised areas with a nail sanding
block. Attach to distressed corrugated paper with
mini brads. Attach to cranberry cardstock. Accent
with Rain Dots.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Ce Strike’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (butterfly - Denami Design,
Swirl - Autumn Leaves), Art metal (Ten Seconds
Studio: Periwinkle), Ink (StazOn), Foam & acrylic
mats, Stylus, Felt applicator, Adirondack Alcohol
inks (Denim, Lettuce, Bottle, Silver), Nail Sanding
Block, Stickles (Ranger: Crystal), Cardstock (Memory Box: Iris), VersaMark ink (Dazzle), Pearl Pen
(Ice White), Decorative Scissors, Lace, Adhesive.

“Stamp butterfly in black StazOn ink on the back
of Periwinkle colored art metal. Place metal on
a foam mat and trace image with a stylus. Turn
over onto an acrylic plate. Trace around image.”
“Color butterfly with Adirondack alcohol inks
using a felt applicator. Sand raised areas with a
nail sanding block. Cut out. Add Stickles Crystal
to accent.”
“Stamp swirl on iris cardstock in VersaMark
Dazzle ink. Apply Pearl Pen Ice White to dots and
over swirls.”
“Cut bottom of card with decorative scissors and
apply lace. Attach butterfly to card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Sheri Levitt’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Viva Las Vegastamps), Cardstock, Foil tape, Big Shot die-cut
machine, Embossing Folder (Tim Holtz Retro Cirque Texture Fade), Craft paint
(Folk Art: Sunny Yellow, Lime Green), Heat tool, Sand paper or nail file, Tim Holtz
Distress Ink (Black Soot), Clear UTEE, Tag, Miracle Tape (Viva Las Vegastamps:
3/8”), Watercolors (Artist Loft), WaterBrush, Mark It Marker (Bick: Pink Flamingo,
Key Lime), Foam Tape (Elmers), Glossy Accents (Ranger), Bind-It-All, Ribbon, Distress Ink (Crushed Olive), Alcohol Ink (Ranger: Citrus).
“Lay three layers of foil tape on cardstock. Run through die-cut machine in
embossing folder. Paint the two craft paints onto the foil; heat-set to dry. File off
some of the paint. Wipe Black Soot Distress ink over the piece. Pour clear UTEE
over and use heat tool to emboss. Put Miracle tape on one side of blank tag. Peel
off tape backing. Place foiled cardstock onto tag.”
“Stamp image onto white cardstock in black VersaFine ink. Because the ink is
still juicy, once stamped, pour some Ultra High Gloss embossing powder over it
and emboss. Color skin with pink alcohol ink marker and hat with green marker.
Paint the sides of her with Artist Watercolors.”
“Cut foam tape into a couple pieces and place on image and mount tag. Stamp
sentiment on white cardstock in Crushed Olive ink. Cut into pieces. Glue words
on with Glossy Accents. Color trim with Citrus alcohol ink. Punch hole with BindIt-All at top of tag and tie on trim.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 3 1/4”.
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Sheri Levitt’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Viva Las Vegastamps), Cardstock, Foil tape, Big Shot
die-cut machine, Embossing folder (Tim Holtz Retro Cirque Texture
Fade), Craft paint (Folk Art: Heather, Purple Lilac), Heat tool, Sandpaper or nail file, Tim Holtz Distress ink (Seedless Preserves), Clear UTEE,
Tag, Miracle Tape (Viva Las Vegastamps: 3/8”), VersaFine inkpad (Onyx
Black), Embossing Powder: Viva Las Vegastamps: Ultra High Gloss
Clear), Watercolors (Artist Loft), Waterbrush, Foam tape (Elmers),
Glossy Accents (Ranger), Bind-It-All, Ribbon, Starburst Spray (Lindy’s
Stamp Gang: Voodoo Violet Blue.
“Lay three layers of foil tape on cardstock. Run through die-cut
machine in embossing folder. Paint the two purple craft paints onto
the foil; heat-set to dry. File off some of the paint. Wipe Seedless Preserves Distress ink over the piece. Pour clear UTEE over and use heat
tool to emboss. Put Miracle tape on one side of blank tag. Peel off tape
backing. Place foiled cardstock onto tag.”
“Stamp image onto white cardstock in black VersaFine ink. Because
the ink is still juicy, once stamped, pour some Ultra High Gloss
embossing powder over it and emboss. Paint with watercolors and
WaterBrush.”
“Cut foam tape into a couple pieces and place on image and mount
tag. Stamp sentiment on white cardstock in Seedless Preserves.
Cut into pieces. Glue words on with Glossy Accents. Spray trim with
starburst spray. Dye trim with Voodoo Violet Blue. Punch hole with
Bind-It-All at top of tag and tie on trim.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 2 3/4”.
Go to Contents

Stamping on Metal
When stamping on metal, you can’t use any old inkpad and expect the ink to
stay put; you need an ink designed to work on non-porous surfaces like metal.
Check your inkpad labels to see if you have one designed to work on metal.
One long-time go-to ink for stamping on metal is StazOn ink from Tsukineko
(now Imagine Crafts.) Available in a wide range of colors, this solvent-based
ink works beautifully on many non-porous surfaces, including metal. Regular
StazOn is translucent ink. There are also metallic and opaque versions. StazOn
is available as an inkpad and in re-inker bottles. Use StazOn cleaner if your
StazOn impression goes astray, then clean it off, dry it and start again.

Learn More: Not long ago Tsukineko changed its name to Imagine Crafts and

(Birds on Wire: Milltown Obsessions)

expanded their product line to include craft metals. Demoing for them at the
winter 2012 CHA wholesale show, Kazuko used white StazOn Opaque ink to
create background color on a metal dog tag and sealed it with a thin coat of
GlazOn. She then stamped a background image on this with brown StazOn.
She was able to layer StazOn inks by applying GlazOn between coats to seal
each dried layer of ink, so she was able to stamp over it again in black ink, seal
it again and then use Fantastix applicators to color her image with StazOn
re-inkers in bright colors and then seal it again with GlazOn. Scrap Time has
posted a video of Kazuko’s CHA demo.

Learn More: See Feb ‘03 VSN for more about StazOn and Jan ‘12 VSN for GlazOn.
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Acrylic paints will work on metal, so you could pat it on a stamp and
then stamp on metal. This often works best with non-detailed stamps
with broad areas of rubber rather than finely detailed images.
Because metal tends to be slick, this can take some practice. If you
mess up your stamping, you should be able to wash it off right away,
dry it and try again. Here I used a Ranger Acrylic Paint Dabber to “ink”
my stamp. (Important: Don’t allow acrylic paint to dry on your stamps
and tools; wash them right away.)
(Swirl Bloomer: Coronado Island Design & Stamps)

Note: I tried stamping with Ranger’s new Vintaj Patinas inks. Although
they paint metal beautifully, I found that the inks dry too fast to stamp
with successfully. (I got partial prints.)

Learn More: See Jun ‘06 VSN to learn more about acrylic paints.
You can also stamp and emboss on metal with pigment ink and
embossing powder. Heat embossing is not as durable as other stamping methods when done on metal, so use it for decorative project
rather than those that will get a lot of handling.

Next: Stamp art created by stamping on metal and a Sponsor Page.
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Sandra Barnes’ Art
Supplies: Stamps (Koi Fish - Local King Rubber
Stamps, Grass Texture - Stampscapes), StazOn
ink (Imagine Crafts: black), Cardstock (black),
Cuttlebug, Plum Blossom embossing folder
(Cuttlebug), Art Emboss Copper (Amaco), Copper peel-offs (Magenta), Glue.

“Stamp fish, bubbles and grass onto copper in
black StazOn ink. Put stamped metal through
Cuttlebug using a embossing folder. Frame
with black cardstock and add copper corner
peel-offs.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2” x 5”.
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Ce Strike’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Cowboy Boot - Yvonne
Arbritton), Art Metal (Ten Seconds Studio: Barn
Red, Dijon, Dark Chocolate), StazOn ink (black),
Heavy-duty Aluminum Foil, Die-cut machine,
Elegant Vine & Flair embossing folder (Sizzix),
Copic alcohol ink markers, Corner rounder,
Cardstock (Memory Box: cranberry), Adhesive.
“Stamp the cowboy boot on Barn Red colored
art metal in black StazOn ink. Stamp again on
Dijon and Dark Chocolate metals and piece on
red boot.”
“Emboss heavy-duty aluminum foil with vine
and flair folder in die-cut machine. Color with
Copic alcohol ink markers.”
“Attach cowboy boot to aluminum foil. Round
corners. Attach to cranberry cardstock.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Removing Paint & Ink or Distressing Metal
You can also distress metal in various ways. Use various weights of sand
paper or a distressing tool on colored art metals or metals you have
inked or painted yourself to create a distressed look. Here I am using a
scratch art tool to distress a painted box.
Or use brute force! Place your metal piece on a hard surface like a
bench block or a concrete walk (not on a good piece of furniture that
could get damaged) and use a hammer (a regular hammer from your
tool box or a heavy brass hammer designed for metal work) to bang
dents into your metal, creating an interesting texture.

Learn More: Vintaj has a demo video on their site showing how to distress
their hollow-backed Arte Metal pieces by banging it flat with a heavy
brass hammer on a hard surface and then sanding with a Vintaj metal
reliefing block and then coating with Renaissance wax.

If you are working with copper, you can use fire to create beautiful and
interesting color transformations. The basic technique involves holding
the copper sheet with tongs or an alligator clip (because the metal will
get very hot) and then holding a butane torch up to the metal surface.
The heat changes the color of the metal depending on the amount of
time and the amount of heat used.

Learn More: We covered fire-coloring copper in the Mar ‘08 VSN “Fire
Techniques” focus article.
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Dry Embossing Metal
With the popularity of embossing folders and die-cut machines, it
is not surprising that stampers are embossing metal in their diecut machines. Check the directions for your particular machine to
determine the types and thickness of metal that it can handle. Most
machines should be able to handle things like aluminum foil covered
cardstock or metal tapes. Many can handle art metal, non-galvanized
roof flashing and metal from soda and beer cans.
One popular approach is to use multiple colors of alcohol inks (or
other inks) to color a metal art sheet or metal tape, etc. Then run
it through a die-cut machine with an embossing folder to create a
raised embossed design over the entire piece. Then use a sanding
block to sand the ink off the raised areas. Or alternatively, pat a dark
StazOn ink over the raised areas to create contrast.
Here I used this basic idea except I used my hammered metal (created
on the previous page.) Hammering the metal on my sidewalk created
a pattern of random raised markings. First I inked the entire piece
with Ranger Adirondack alcohol inks. I let it dry briefly (until not sticky
to the touch) and then lightly sanded off the ink in the raised area
using a fine grained sanding block, exposing the gold metal color
again on the raised areas.
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You can dry emboss some metals using an embossing
stylus or tools designed for tooling metal. Ten Seconds
Studio has made a specialty of embossing metal this way.
They sell colored art metals, mats and a slew of tools to
work with metal.
One approach is to stamp an image on an art metal sheet
in StazOn ink. Then, working on a hard surface, use a
stylus or metal tools designed for this purpose (like these
from Ten Seconds Studio) to trace the lines and/or image
outline.
Turn the metal over on a padded mat and use a paper
stump to puff up the inner areas of the design to make it
dimensional, using a stylus or refining tool to sharpen up
lines as needed.
Because these puffed up areas can be re-flattened with
handling, you typically then fill them on the back side
with either dimensional adhesive (if it is a small area) or
hardware store spackling (if it is a larger area.)
Once dry, you can flip it over and mount it on your
project. Working on a hard smooth surface, use a paper
stump to flatten background areas that may have gotten
a little out of shape in the process.
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Or keep going with various metal tools on a padded surface to create
embossed patterns in the remaining blank areas. Here I’m using a wheel tool
from Ten Seconds Studio.
I also went back and redefined the butterfly’s edges again using a refining tool.
(Butterfly: Toybox Rubber Stamps)

Learn More: See the Mar ‘07 VSN’s “Stamping on Metal” focus article for more on
embossing metal using metal tools.

Learn More: Ten Seconds Studio offers dozens of videos on their website showing
ways to use their art metals and tools to create artwork.

Learn More: Or check out PaperArtsy’s YouTube Video: “Puffed Metal Flower”.
Next: Stamp art created by embossing metal.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Stamping Sensations), Cardstock (white,
purple), Glue stick, Ink (watermark), Alcohol inks & blending solution, Blending applicator, Embossing powder (purple), Aluminum
foil, Embossing folder, Die-cut machine, Flower punch, Glue stick,
Ribbon, Adhesive.

“Cover 5 1/2” x 4 1/2” piece of white cardstock with glue stick. Place
slightly larger piece of foil on top and adhere to cardstock.
Smooth out with fingers.”
“When dry, dab two or three colors of alcohol ink and blending
solution on sponge or felt and dab on foil. Repeat with different
colors for the contrasting flowers and punch.”
“Run large piece through die-cut machine in embossing folder.
Stamp images on white cardstock with watermark pad and
heat emboss with purple embossing powder. Mount to purple
cardstock. Mount computer-generated sentiment to purple
cardstock. Run ribbon across bottom of background embossed
piece, mount to white, then to purple card. Attach images and
flowers to card.”
Finished size: 6” x 5 “.
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Patti Butzlaff’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (unknown), Metal tape (2” wide from hardware
store), Cardstock (black, !), Cuttlebug die-cut machine, Embossing folder, Embossing ink, Embossing powder, Paintbrush,
Sizzix movable die, Ink (black), Tag die, Ribbon, Dymo label
maker & clear tape, Adhesive.
“This card was made using 2” wide metal tape (from any hardware store.) I laid two pieces side by side on cardstock and cut
to size for the card.”
“Coat the inside of an embossing folder with embossing ink
(top). Put the metal piece inside and run it through your die-cut
machine. The ink sticks only to the debossed areas. Sprinkle
your favorite embossing powder and heat to melt. If you have
stray powder on raised areas, brush those off with a paintbrush
before heating. Cut a window using a Sizzix movable die.”
“Stamp and emboss image in black on colored piece of cardstock. Position behind window and attach to card. Then attach
metal layer on top using foam dots to add depth.”
“Punch a tag from metal tape and attach a ribbon. I added
‘Dance’ using my Dymo label maker with clear tape.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Sandra Barnes’ Art
Supplies: Stamps (Large Butterfly - Stampin’ Up, Small Butterfly - Rubberstampede), Ink (Imagine Crafts: StazOn black, Metallic Silver), Alcohol
ink (Jacquard: Pinata Santa Fe Red, Ranger Adirondack: Raspberry, Cranberry), Cardstock (110 lb white, red, silver), Acetate, Cuttlebug, 3 Butterfly
folders (Cuttlebug), Metal Duct Tape (Duck), Felt and Blending Applicator), Sook Wang two-sided tape, Metal ‘Journey’ Sentiment, Small Glue
Dots, Silver peel-offs.
“Stamp large butterfly on acetate in black StazOn ink. Glue to silver paper
with small glue dots. Wrap silver duct tape around 110 lb white cardstock.
Put through Cuttlebug using three butterfly embossing folders. Apply
alcohol inks with felt and applicator; glue to silver paper.”
“Stamp small butterflies in silver StazOn ink on red cardstock and then
glue foiled butterflies onto red cardstock and add large stamped butterfly. Glue metal ‘Journey’ sentiment with Sook Wang two-sided tape under
large butterfly. Add silver peel-offs to edge of card.”
Finished Size: 8 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Sealing Ink or Paint on Metal
Once you are finished your painting or ink application on metal, you often need to seal it. You might get
away with not sealing it if it is for a decorative purpose that won’t get a lot of handling. Otherwise, you are
better off sealing it. Sealing can help the paint stay put and can also provide the paint with some protection
from scratching.

Tip: Keep in mind that priming a metal surface BEFORE painting on it provides a more durable and longerlasting final project and can be just as important (or more important than) a final sealing.
Check product labels or the manufacture’s website to determine the best sealer to use with your particular
product. You can sometimes seal painted metal by coating it with products like Diamond Glaze or Glossy
Accents. Other times you want to use a spray sealer. (Read the product label to make sure it is compatible
with the paints and inks you used on your metal.)
Ranger’s new Vintaj ink is permanent on metal and does not have to be sealed.
Acrylic paints applied to metal which was first primed with metal paint primer may not need sealing, but
can be sealed with GlazOn or art seals (check labels.)
Tsukineko’s (Imagine Crafts) StazOn inks can be sealed with GlazOn or some spray sealers.
Craft inks will probably need to be sealed. Try a spray like Krylon Clear Gloss. (Test first to make sure it works
well with the ink you’ve used.)
Alcohol inks can be sealed with water-based brush-on sealants like Mod Podge.

Learn More: Tsukineko (Imagine Crafts) has a GlazOn Introduction Video on their website.
Next: A Sponsor Page.
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Attaching Metal
Small light weight pieces of metal can often be attached to projects
with an adhesive like Diamond Glaze, Glossy Accents or a gel medium.
You may need to clamp the piece while it dries. (Read product labels to
see if they are recommended for use on metal.)
Larger pieces tend to do better when attached using heavy-duty
double-faced tape sheets or carpet tape. For some pieces you may use
metal wire, jump rings and other jewelry making tools and supplies to
put your project together (which is beyond the scope of this article.)

Learn More: Leandra of Paperartsy has a YouTube Video where she deco-

rates a small painted wood box with embossed metal panels. She made
a sandwich of metal, double-faced tape sheet and cardstock and then
embossed it in die-cut machine. She distressed the piece using Ranger’s
acrylic dabbers, wiping off the excess paint with a towel; the paint
settles into lowered areas. She attached the metal panels to box using
another piece of double-sided tape sheet.

Learn More: See Mar ‘08 “Fire Techniques” for an in-depth look at soldering.
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Other Metal Techniques to Explore
Creating art using metal is a huge subject and we’ve barely skimmed the surface here. If you enjoy working with metal
and want to go further, here are a few online articles on other techniques that may inspire you to try something new
with your metal:

Metal Stamping: While we are talking about rubber stamping on metal, you can alternatively use metal stamps to

impress letters or designs into metal. If you are interested in exploring this approach, Beaducation has an especially
nice beginner free online video class by Lisa Niven Kelly called “Stamping on Metal”.

Metal Etching: If you don’t mind working with chemicals, you can etch metal as well. For example, take a peek at these
Steampunk Workshop posts by Jake von Slatt on “Copper Plating & Etching Altoid Tins” and “Etching Tins with Salt
Water and Electricity”. Or see Lynn Steven’s “Etching Stamped Metal with Ferric Chloride” March 2012 post on her
Trash to Treasure Art blog.
Volcano Arts free online zine called “The Muse” by Christine Cox includes metal projects.

Think About Including Metal!
There are so many different ways to use metal and/or create the look of metal in your stamp art. It can be a fun way to
be creative. It can also be a practical way of making an old metal item useful again! Give it a try!

Learn More: Don’t know what to do with a decorated tin? Here is a fun list of ways to use Altoid tins on wikiHow.
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Related VSN Issues
• Heat Embossing:- Aug ‘06 VSN
• Dry Embossing: Feb ‘01, Oct ‘95 VSN
• Shimmer Sheetz: Jan ‘03, Jan ‘02, Dec ‘01, Sept ‘01 VSN
• Marvy Metallics: Nov ‘98, Dec ‘98 VSN
• Metal Leaf & Foil: Dec ‘06 VSN
• Design Adhesives: Dec ‘08 VSN
• StazOn & GlazOn: Feb ‘03, Jan ‘12 VSN
• Acrylic Paints: Jun ‘06, Mar ‘09 VSN
• Firing Copper, Soldering: Mar ‘08 VSN
• Stamping on Metal: Mar ‘07 VSN
VSN’s monthly print magazine ran from Jul/Aug ‘93 through the Jun ‘12 issue. It is no longer available.
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles

Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Stamped Gift Tags & Gift Wrap
• Gelli Plates & Stamps
• Watercolor Crayon Techniques For Stampers
• Gelatos, Gel-Sticks & Stamps
• Sponge & Brush Techniques
• Powdered Pigment Techniques
• Brayer Techniques For Stampers
• Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
• Specialty Card Folds
• Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
• Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
• Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
• Coloring In With Colored Pencils
• Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
• Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
• Making Stamped Magnets
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• Stamping with Paint
• Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
• Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
• Snow & Ice Techniques For Stampers
• Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
• Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping

Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog

"Dye, Pigment & Paper" is the stamping blog of Nancie
Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News (VSN). The blog’s
focus is on using inks and paint on paper (mostly.)
Please come hang out with me!
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Birdseed & Binoculars Blog

“Birdseed & Binoculars” is a second blog from Nancie
Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News (VSN). This blog’s
focus is backyard bird watching. Please check it out if you
like watching birds as well as stamping. Or share the link
with a friend who likes watching birds.
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Please Spread the Word
If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog, Twitter, Pinterest,
etc. Tell your email list friends and other stampers you know.
Feedback, opinions and comments are welcome. Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net
And please tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series! But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I need to be
able to count the downloads so I can show the Sponsors that you like them. And they really are too large to comfortably email anyway.) Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page where they can download their own copy.
Many thanks, Nancie, VSN

Metal Challenge Drawing
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.
Sandra Barnes
Cindy Connell
and Lois Romeo
each won their choice of eight VSN issues.
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Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website
Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
Birdseed & Binoculars Blog
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)

EArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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